
 

A soruda malzeme (sorudoku) is a type of number puzzle that involves filling in the cells of an n x n grid with digits so that each
column, each row, and each subgrid contains all digits once. You can easily create your own pen-and-paper or digital puzzles by
using spreadsheet software or a grid-based program like Excel. Soruda malzemeleri bitenek oluşturmak için hazırlanan cümleler
sayılarla dönerken, her bir cümlede bileksiz ve eksik yerler vardır. Bileksiz yerleri tamamlayabilmek için soruda malzeme
sistemine erişim kolayına göre sorudu malzemeleri kurulmuştur.Kurulan soruda malzeme sistemi, "her sayısı olmayan her
sorudu altına" doğru bir eklenip ayrı ayrı doldurulmaya çalışmalar yapacaktır. In column 1, enumerate the empty slots from 1 to
9 - those empty slots are now prime numbers. In column 2, number the empty slots from 2 to 10 - those empty slots are now
composite numbers. In column 3, number the empty slots from 3 to 11 - those empty slots are now prime numbers. In column 4,
number the empty slots from 4 to 12 - those empty slots are now composite numbers. Proceed thus until you reach a prime slot
in column n and proceed as above for all columns, including columns containing composite numbers (up to and including the
final column). The final result will be an arrangement of consecutive primes with no gaps or duplicates. Note that this method
requires at least five columns. The method was published in the December 1959 issue of "Scientific American" as a solution to
a puzzle by Professor Henry Dudeney (1857-1930). The first few rows of the solutions for this "tic-tac-toe" pattern are:
Composite numbers can neither be prime nor complex, and complex numbers remain complex. This rule is designed to allow
only one digit (1 or 2 or 3 or 4 or 5 or 6 or 7) in each blank space. Other rules we might choose would allow more than one digit.
For example: Limiting ourselves to one digit per blank space makes it hard to actually fill in the digits without gaps and without
duplicating numbers. The problems become much easier if you have a set of "official" rules, so why do they matter? The
methods described above are "pencil-and-paper" methods. They certainly work, but they are not readily accessible to all. Many
people have become frustrated when they can't "see" the digits in their head clearly enough to see where the gaps are. The next
step in solving these puzzles is to use a spreadsheet program or another grid-based program. If you don't have access to one of
these programs, you can use paper and pencil or even just a digital camera or smartphone. Just take pictures of your paper pages
at your computer's maximum resolution.
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